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Strategic Development Plan

BOXING SCOTLAND'S 2019 – 2023
STRATEGIC PLAN OUTLINES OUR
VISION, MISSION AND STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVES FOR THE NEXT FOUR
YEARS. THIS DEVELOPMENT PLAN HAS
BEEN WRITTEN WITH THE AIM OF
SUPPORTING THE OUR 2019 – 2023
STRATEGIC PLAN AND TO DETAIL
THE
WORK
OUR
REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
OFFICERS
(RDOS)
WILL UNDERTAKE WITHIN THE KEY
AREA
OF
DEVELOPMENT.
WE
FIRMLY BELIEVE BOXING IS "THE"
ARCHETYPAL
SPORT
THAT
CAN
INCLUDE, INFLUENCE AND INSPIRE
EVERYONE IN ALL AREAS ACROSS
SCOTLAND

our viSion
Boxing Scotland: To Include,
Influence and Inspire.

our miSSion
To promote and develop through
the delivery of boxing in Scotland:
• Physical health & wellbeing;
• Mental health & wellbeing; and
• Social cohesion.

www.boxingscotland.org
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Foreword
Boxing in Scotland has an ever-increasing
profile. Following on from the 2018 Gold
Coast Commonwealth Games, Boxing still
remains the only sport to win medals at
all 21 Commonwealth Games/Empire
Games held, stretching back to 1930’s.

the development of our sport. We are
mindful of the financial pressures facing
key partners, the national demographics
of an aging population, changes in
consumer behaviour and competition
from other combat sports and activities as
they develop and grow.

The continued success of our boxers
across the world gives us the platform on
which to develop boxing within Scotland.
Boxing as a sport and physical activity
provides significant social, physical and
mental benefits for both children and
adults.

We will achieve a better understanding of
what our members want, as well as look at
how we can best address the key
challenges facing our clubs with closer
liaison through the Regional Development
Officers.

Boxing Scotland is passionate about
ensuring everyone in Scotland can
develop their boxing skills to their chosen
level or use boxing to learn and develop
skills for life. Having strong partnerships, a
network of active clubs and a quality
workforce to administer, coach and
nurture our young people are central to
achieving this.
As we look to the future, we have
considered the external and internal
environments in which we are working
and considered how this may impact on

In developing this plan we have
considered all the above and identified
a number of key focus areas and priority
actions which must be achieved if boxing
in Scotland is to continue to grow. To
positively impact in SIMD areas and
communities will amongst our top
priorities.
Scotland has a history of boxing
excellence and our boxing clubs and
coaches continue to produce fantastic
young talented boxers, such as Josh
Taylor, Charlie Flynn, Willie Hutchinson
and Lee McGregor.
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Boxing Scotland partnerShipS
Boxing Scotland will continue to work alongside existing partners and will strive to
identify new opportunities and to forge working relationships that will increase club
membership and secure the future of boxing in Scotland. Boxing Scotland will continue
to engage with local authorities and trusts, whilst supporting clubs to deliver boxing
programmes throughout their areas.
We have various partnership agreements in place across Scotland, helping to lay the
foundations for clubs as the driving force of boxing within their community. Boxing
Scotland RDO’s will work with clubs to help become members of their local accreditation
schemes with minimum effort such as West Lothian, Fife and Aberdeenshire.
Boxing Scotland will also continue to meet with partners and share guidance on facility
development, facility access, club and coaching development.

www.boxingscotland.org
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active SchoolS
One of our biggest partnerships is with the
Active Schools programme and this will
continue to be expanded and strengthened
over the coming years. Boxing activity benefits
self-awareness and assures skills that are not
only fun and essential for the child’s physical
and mental health and development.
RDO’s and the coach development team will
continue to deliver training with established
partnerships and review and develop the
programme in liaison with local authority
Active School Co-ordinators. RDO’s will
continue to establish local community links
with local clubs and their local Active Schools’
Co-ordinator.
Planning for Active Schools programmes
takes place in the autumn and the
programme is delivered each school term. In
order to take part in the Active School’s
programme, clubs will need to gain
accreditation through the local authority.
RDO’s will act to facilitate this pathway
and to establish the necessary links which
help clubs gain local accreditation. RDO’s will
signpost the pathways to affiliated boxing
clubs.

IntrODuctOry cOachIng
QualiFication

One driver towards increased participation in the Active Schools programme with be
the creation and delivery of a pre-level one Introductory Coaching Qualification. This
course will build on the Active Schools Handbook and provide participants with the skills
necessary to lead a non-contact boxing training session. The aim is to deliver this across the
country and therefore vastly increase the complement of Boxing Scotland coaches
allowing the sport to reach a greater number of schools and youngsters who are not
currently engaged in boxing activity to ensure that we meet our new mission and updated
strategic objectives.
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cluB cuBS
Boxing Scotland will work with clubs
to grow the Club Cub membership.
This membership strand has yet to
fully establish itself therefore RDO’s will
re-educate
the
wider
boxing
community to the benefits of the Club
Cub scheme and will seek to facilitate
opportunities for Club Cubs to
participate,
such
as
providing
assistance for Club Cub specific shows.

recreational
Boxing
Boxing Scotland will continue to
expand the recreational membership
scheme, which was launched in 2016,
with the aim of reaching 4,000
members within the next four-year
cycle.
We will better account for those
that enjoy participating in the sport
purely as an exercise class. We want
to better understand those that
enjoy the sport but do not necessary
want to compete. It may be that as
they enjoy the sport, they would
continue to remain active in the
sport through a different route. i.e.
club support roles, coaching or
officiating.

www.boxingscotland.org
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WOmen’S bOxIng

DISabIlIty bOxIng

Increasing the participation of girls and
women in the sport is a priority for
Boxing Scotland. There is huge
potential for growth in this area that
will assist BSL in reaching our KPI
targets of increasing both the number
of competitive boxers and recreational
members. We will deliver regional
female
training
sessions
with
the
purpose
of
increasing
opportunities for girls
and
women
to
participate in boxing activities,
and with the main aim of raising
the number of female competitors in
Scotland.

Our fundamental aims for disability
boxing are to:
• Conduct further research on
participation levels of people with
disabilities in sport and establish a
baseline;
• Ensure the inclusion of children with
disabilities in the physical education
curriculum in mainstream Active
Schools programmes;
• Educate the people of Scotland on the
wide range of health benefits of boxing

mIxeD abIlIty &
DISabIlIty
One of our key priorities is to increase
access to boxing for people of mixed
ability and with disabilities.

activity;
• Deliver disability-specific training
programmes three times a year for all
Boxing Scotland Registered Coaches
and Active Schools teachers;
• Provide disability, equality and
awareness training programmes for all
National Coaches and staff; and
• Review the current PVG scheme to
include protected adults.
By addressing the needs of disabled
people and working in close partnership
with organisations such as Scottish
Disability
Sport
and
IMAS,
this
development plan will aid in the
promotion of a more inclusive Boxing
Scotland.
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Exploring and Pursuing the
benefits of Boxing for Medical
Conditions
Boxing Scotland shall: (i) Investigate
the
opportunities that lie within the medical world;
(ii) Explore the opportunities that boxing can
provide for certain conditions and ailments;
and (iii) Liaise and discuss options with potential
partners demonstrating the positive outcomes
Boxing has on an individual’s physical, mental
and social wellbeing,

684

ROCK STEADY
BOXING
PROGRAMS
AROUND THE
WORLD

34,200
PEOPLE
TRAINING
WITH THE
ROCK STEADY
PROGRAM

Across the UK, the number of individuals suffering from Parkinson's disease is expected to
double within 50 years as the population grows and ages. 1 in every 375 adults in
Scotland has Parkinson’s. During 2018, over 1,500 people in Scotland will be
diagnosed with Parkinson’s – about 30 people every week.
New figures from Parkinson’s UK show that more than 12,000 Scots are now living with
Parkinson’s, and numbers are continuing to rise.

www.boxingscotland.org
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Rock Steady Boxing carried out a two year study that followed 88 people with
Parkinson’s and analysed their exercise habits and how that affects their symptoms.
While the print version of this study is not yet released, Dr Combs-Miller’s video
presentation on her study can be found on the Rock Steady Boxing Website.

Scotland’s Mental Health Charter for Physical
Activity and Sport is the charity’s latest
programme with groups covering various sports
and activities - all signing up to create positive
lasting change in people’s mental wellbeing.
Every year 1 in 4 of us in Scotland will
experience a mental health problem.
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incluSive Boxing
programmeS
Boxing Scotland will continue to assist
clubs with a wide vary of social and
inclusive programmes that fit in with the
governing body’s vision and mission
statements. Our three key priority equality
and diversity groups during the 2019 – 2023
investment cycle will be LGBTI boxing,
boxers of mixed ability & with disabilities
and women’s boxing.
A number of inclusive
Boxing Programmes
have taken place with
Boxing Scotland’s
support in the past
few years, from LGBTI
programmes in Glasgow
and Aberdeen, to a
programme involving
homeless people in Perth
and a project assisting
children on the Autistic Spectrum
in Nairn. This is in addition to
female regional training
sessions which were
organised in the North
District in early 2018. Moving
into the new cycle, these
regional training sessions to
encourage more woman and
girls to participate in the sport
will be expanded on a national
basis. Boxing Scotland will look to
replicate the successful LGBTI
programme run by Aberdeen University BC
that welcomed an average of 21
participants during a four-week
programme at other affiliated University
clubs across the country.

www.boxingscotland.org
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armeD fOrceS/POlIce/PrISOn/
crImInal juStIce SyStem
partnerShipS
The once proud history Boxing Scotland had with the Armed Forces has
diminished in over the years, with the disappearance of military clubs and its
boxers from the domestic boxing circuit and National Championships. Boxing
Scotland is working to re-establish the strong links it once had with the Armed
Forces Community. Boxing Scotland RDOs will help the Armed Forces Clubs
affiliate across the regions with an aim to increase national participation across all
levels of boxing including Boxers, Coaches and Volunteers.
Boxing Scotland will also explore opportunities for expanding the sport within
Police, Prison, and Community Criminal Justice System. Boxing Scotland has been
involved with activities in the past with Police/Prison and Young Offenders
Institutes with individual projects. One of the aims of the Criminal Justice system is
that Social inclusion improves individuals’ readiness to change and to sustain
behavioural change. The majority of those who offend eventually realise that crime
is no solution to their problems. They become motivated to overcome the
obstacles preventing them from desisting from crime and seek support to improve
their social circumstances. This may involve gaining the acceptance and support of
the community, gaining qualifications, finding employment, obtaining stable
accommodation, or sustaining positive relationships.
Boxing Scotland RDO’s will work to establish partnerships with a long-term
approach with these organisations to the mutual benefit of all. Our Vision
links to the National Performance Framework – Scotland. The Scottish
Government wants Scotland to be the best place possible to live, work, grow up
and study in.
The new national performance framework includes 11 key outcomes that the whole
of Scotland can get behind and has been developed in collaboration with other
parties and all aspects of society, including public and private sectors,
voluntary organisations, businesses and communities.
This new framework is to make progress in the 11 key areas to improve wellbeing
across Scotland.
Boxing programmes can play a huge role in achieving the Government's
key outcome framework offering individuals personal development and
discipline as they move forward with their lives.

www.boxingscotland.org

THE SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT'S
VISION FOR NATIONAL
WELLBEING:
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StrOnger, SuStaInable clubS
Boxing clubs provide recreation and safe environments for children and adults to train
and compete. Clubs and their members remain Boxing Scotland’s core membership
group.
121 boxing clubs were affiliated to Boxing Scotland during the 2017/18 season. We want to
continue to support clubs to sustainably grow their membership by increasing the
opportunities they offer to both new and existing members taking part in club or
other boxing activities. It is vital the clubs are encouraged and assisted to retain existing
members as well as attracting new ones.
In addition, we want to help clubs to create an environment where the aspiring boxers
can successfully progress to world class performance levels.
Key to achieving this is ensuring that the Boxing Scotland minimum operating
requirements are met. RDOs will continue to work with clubs to gain higher MORs
certification. This process will also link to the local authority accreditation schemes
currently in operation ensuring closer ties at all levels. The MORs have recently been
reviewed and updated. This process of review and modification will continue to ensure
that clubs can reach and sustain the standards laid out in the MORs and continue to
improve upon them.

www.boxingscotland.org
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Volunteer support and
development

We will ensure our core values form part of our education programme. Boxing Scotland
could not function without the many volunteers who give up their time to teach,
coach, officiate and administrate in our clubs. Not only do our volunteers operate
within our clubs, many take additional roles in the districts, on national working
groups and at events. Several of our volunteers are parents of boxers. Whilst the
majority continue to volunteer in boxing long after their child has left the sport, a
percentage also stop when their child stops. We have very few young people aged
16-25 years volunteering in our sport.
To enable young people to become involved in a voluntary capacity we will consider
and develop an introductory coaching programme to provide a pathway and additional
support to encourage more young people to become coaches.
The introduction of a clear and transparent national training pathway for our working
officials across Scotland will also address the current situation and will provide a pathway
for officials from district to national and onto international levels. The training pathway
will cover ongoing training and mentoring, facilitating officials towards international
standards.
Boxing Scotland RDOs will: (i) Inform members on how to become a judge,
timekeeper, referee or supervisor; (ii) Run sufficient courses and achieve
appropriate numbers at all levels; and (iii) Continue to offer support and guidance to
Clubs and new volunteers fulfilling the roles as club volunteers and/or committee
members. As an organisation we will produce a volunteer strategy which will help us
achieve our volunteer/growth/participation and inclusion goals.
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memBerShipS
recruitment
and retention

QualIty
coaching
environmentS

The annual Club figures and club/RDO
discussions have highlighted that many
of our clubs have the capacity to grow
and would welcome new members.
Whilst there are several clubs with
waiting lists due to the size of the
facility and/or health and safety issues
with numbers training, many children
and their parents are not aware of the
opportunity to join a local club or the
benefits being a member can bring.

If we are to continue to grow our
membership, we need to work with
our clubs to identify different ways of
encouraging new members, as well as
supporting
our
clubs
to
deliver
programmes which meet the needs of
existing members.

We need to improve links between
schools, local authorities and clubs,
raise awareness of our affiliated clubs and
highlight
the
benefits
of
club
membership, resulting in more children
taking part in our fantastic sport. Whilst
we gain new members each year, we also
lose members. The majority of these are
of school age.
We believe the key to influencing those
individuals to remain are a better
social atmosphere, less pressure to
succeed, a better standard of coaching,
varied
training
and
increased
opportunities to compete. For those
boxers who remain in the sport longer
term, the main reasons they give for
continuing is because of enjoyment, it
keeps them fit and healthy and they
enjoy
the
social
aspect
and
camaraderie.

The establishment of our National
Coaching qualifications has standardised
our coach education programme. We will
continue with the successful delivery of
level one and two coaching courses.
Our level three coaching course delivery
will begin during the 18/19 season.
Moving forward, we will also launch a
pre-Level
one coaching qualification,
which will be based around educating
introductory coaches with the necessary
skills to be able to deliver non-contact
boxing sessions.
This will help to provide an enhanced
pathway for people to get involved in
boxing coaching,

www.boxingscotland.org
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club/DIStrIct WOrKShOPS
We intend to begin a series of Club/district workshops utilising the RDOs. The districts
will be contacted for feedback on what they are looking for, including but not limited
to, computer training for the online membership system, officials training and/or
coaches feedback discussion.

cluB oF the month
RDOs will create a new monthly
recognition programme “Club of the
month” for our members. To accomplish
this the focus will be on a club’s history,
current facilities, coaches and boxers’
achievements and future aspirations, along
with club aspirations.

Sharing BeSt practice
As we work with key partners and agencies
both in Scotland and beyond we are well
placed to share best practice, facilitate
networking and bring the most up to date
research and information to the attention
of our partners. sportscotland’s’ regional
networking partnership meetings give
RDOs an excellent opportunity to meet
other like minded sports professionals
and local authorities. sportscotland Board
Training sessions are also opportunities
to review & assess governance by
sharing best practice and exploring
fresh ideas.
Sharing best practices between other
governing bodies is a good way to improve
performance by replicating successes
throughout an organisation. An effective
example of this is the Scottish Governing
Body Equalities and Diversity group which
Boxing
Scotland
is
a
member of
along with other organisations such
as Scottish Swimming and the Scottish
Football Association.

Other benefits include:
• raising the overall quality of services;
• avoiding duplication of effort or
“reinventing the wheel”;
• minimising the time to redo work because
of poor quality; and
• cost savings through increased
productivity and efficiency.
Sharing internal best practices can be an
important adjunct to other improvement
approaches, many of which focus on
identifying and solving problems. Initiatives
that promote internal best practices
focus on what people are doing right,
raise
morale
and make
achieving
excellence seem possible. Much more
can be accomplished if an organisation
develops systematic processes to identify
and share the practices that work best
for it. Boxing Scotland will disseminate
best practices to all member clubs
during the 2019 – 2023 cycle and
beyond
in
line
with
its
new
Communication plan.
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annual needS
analySIS
Boxing Scotland would like to gain a better
understanding of how the RDOs can support affiliated
clubs. We will send out an annual needs analysis
survey to each club at the end of every season. The
annual needs analysis survey will look to assist in
pinpointing specific development needs for each
member club and its members.
Boxing Scotland will seek to understand and
respond to facility needs of clubs, work to
improve the administration standard of affiliated
clubs
and
support
clubs
with
facility
development.

IDentIfyIng club funDIng
All clubs look for different ways to raise much needed
funds to support boxing in their local community. We
all must ensure that we make best use of the valuable
resources available, ensure that good practice is
built upon and shared for the benefit of the sport and
its participants.
Boxing Scotland has developed Funding for Your Club
Top Tips to help clubs identify successful avenues of
funding and provide guidance for making successful
grant applications. RDOs will research funding
opportunities available from non-sporting budgets
e.g. Health, Education, Social Inclusion and Training
Programmes.
RDOs will also examine and explore fund raising
initiatives for clubs undertaken by other sporting
governing bodies and identify initiatives which may
bring back further opportunities and benefits to clubs.
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our Strategic development
oBjectiveS are:
1. To increase the number of people of all ages, characteristics and abilities participating in
boxing activities; and
2. To support and develop stronger, more sustainable clubs. build relationships with
external , aid crime prevention and create role models.

Our 2019 – 2023 Key Performance
Indicators for Development are
• Increase our Registered membership to 3000 (boxers, coaches, volunteers Officials);
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase Recreational membership 4000;
Increase Affiliated clubs to 135;
65 Clubs achieving MORs Silver level by 2023;
10 Clubs achieving MORs Gold level by 2023;
Establish working partnerships with the 32-local authority/trusts;
Establishment and delivery of the BSL Level 3 Coaching course; and
Develop and deliver an introductory coaching qualification.

The following pages detail statistical information showing the delta between Boxing
Scotland's current position and the above development KPIs.

www.boxingscotland.org
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STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVE 1:
To increase the number of people of all ages, characteristics and
abilities participating in boxing

Achieved through:
• Promoting a sport that is available to all;
• Ensuring everyone can easily access and participate in boxing activity across Scotland;
• Educating the people of Scotland on the wide range of health benefits of boxing activity;
and
• Increasing the number of affiliated boxing clubs.

KPI’S relatIng tO StrategIc DevelOPment ObjectIve One
Increase registered competitive members to 3,000 (boxers, coaches, volunteers, officials);
As of July 31st 2018, BSL had 2,227 registered competitive members.
Increase recreational membership to 4,000;
As of July 31st 2018, BSL had 3,089 recreational members.
Increase number of affiliated clubs to 135;
As of July 31st 2018, BSL had 121 affiliated clubs.
Establish working partnerships with at least 16 Local Authorities/Trusts;
There are currently a number of boxing activities that occur in many of the 32 local
authorities/trusts, however the number of formal partnerships could be expanded upon.
Develop an introductory, pre-level 1 coaching qualification;
Boxing Scotland does not currently offer an introductory coaching qualification.
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR
BREAKDOWN
Objectives

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

YEAR 4

Increase
registered competitive
membership

2350

2450

2550

2650

Increase
recreational membership

3289

3589

3820

4000

4

8

12

16

Delivery of the BSL Level
3 Coaching course

0 Qualified
Coaches

10 Qualified
Coaches

20 Qualified
Coaches

30 Qualified
Coaches

Develop and deliver
an introductory
coaching qualification

Develop

Develop

Deliver

Deliver

Increase affiliated
clubs North

1

1

1

1

Increase affiliated
clubs East

1

1

1

1

Increase affiliated
clubs West

1

1

2

2

Total affiliated clubs

124

127

131

135

Establish working
partnerships with at least
16 of the 32 Local
Authorities/trusts

www.boxingscotland.org
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STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVE 2:
To support and develop stronger, more sustainable clubs
Achieved through:
• Creating resources to ensure the continued
development and support of existing
member clubs;
• Recruiting, supporting and developing
volunteers;
• Quality coach and official education and
development; and
• Identifying and securing additional funding
to assist clubs with their ongoing
development.

KPI’S relatIng tO StrategIc
development oBjective and
current poSition
65 clubs achieving MORs Silver level by 2023:
As of July 31st 2018, there are 39 Silver level clubs.
10 clubs achieving MORs Gold level by 2023:
As of July 31st 2018, there are 3 Gold level clubs.
Establishment and delivery of the BSL level 3
coaching course:
The BSL Level 3 coaching course is currently in
development.

www.boxingscotland.org
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR BREAKDOWN
Objectives

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

YEAR 4

Increase Northern
Clubs achieving
MORs Silver level

2

2

2

2

Increase Eastern 65
Clubs achieving
MORs Silver level

2

2

2

2

Increase Western
Clubs achieving MORs
Silver level

2

3

3

2

Increase to 65 Clubs
achieving MORs
Silver level

<45

<52

<59

<65

Increase Northern
Clubs achieving
MORs Gold level

0

0

1

1

Increase Eastern clubs
achieving MORs Gold
level

1

1

0

0

Increase Western
Clubs achieving MORs
Gold level

1

1

1

0

Increase to 10 Clubs
achieving MORs
Gold level

<5

<7

<9

<10
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BOXING SCOTLAND
FIRST FLOOR
OLYMPIA THEATRE
BRIDGETON CROSS
GLASGOW
G40 2QH
TEL: 0845 241 7016

www.boxingscotland.org

